A new step in research into the Dicke model kinetics is proposed on the basis of the Bogoliubov reduced description method. A more precise description of the emitter subsystem and electromagnetič eld is considered. New reduced description parameters Å emitter energy density and binary correlation functions of electric and magneticˇeld amplitudes Å open the way to investigating nonuniform systems of two-level emitters and nonequilibrium electromagneticˇeld with its correlation properties. Kinetic equations for such systems have been obtained in terms of electrodynamics of continuous media consisting of two-level emitters. Material equations for corresponding media are analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Theoretical investigations of super uorescent systems are based traditionally on the concept of a dynamic system of emitters interacting with the electromagneticˇeld considered as an equilibrium one [1] . Different approaches lead to the same description of the dynamic system kinetics [2Ä4] . A super uorescent pulse is detected through the behavior of the total quasi-spin of the subsystem consisting of two-level emitters which is described with the RehlerÄEberly equation [5] . Nowadays, correlation properties of near-coherent emission generated by the Dicke system of emitters are of interest due to quantum optics development. The consequent way of kinetics construction on the basis of the Bogoliubov reduced description method [6] used in our previous papers [4, 7, 8] allows one to obtain a more precise picture of the process in the system under consideration including nonequilibrium states of electromagneticˇeld and various excitations in the emitter subsystem. Thus we come to electrodynamics of nonequilibrium medium consisting of emitters.
REDUCED DESCRIPTION PARAMETERS FOR A NONUNIFORM AND NONEQUILIBRIUM SYSTEM
We proceed from the following generalization of the Dicke quasi-spin model [9] :
(r an is a quasi-spin operator; a is emitter's number; n is vector sub). Electromagnetic (EM)ˇeld modes are described with boson operators c kα , c + kα , and operators of transversal EMˇeld are expressed via them aŝ
with standard commutation relations
Formula (1) contains density of dipole moment (polarization) of emitterŝ
Operator evolution equations for operators of theˇeld and emitter polarizatioṅ
give us operator Maxwell equations:
where the operators of complete electricˇeldÊ n (x) and current densityĴ n (x) are used. Emitter energy densityε(x) obeys the evolution equatioṅ
which is the Joule heat exchange between the emitter andˇeld subsystems. Since the operatorsÊ
their average values can be the basis for building the system kinetics in the framework of the PeletminskyÄYatsenko scheme [6] . Let us deˇne correlation functions (a
More precise description of the system kinetics should be based on the reduced description parameters (RDP)ε(x),γ μ , whereγ μ notes the following set of operator variables:
Analogously to (8) , operatorsγ μ satisfy the PeletminskyÄYatsenko condition
KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR THE GENERALIZED DICKE SYSTEM AT THE REDUCED DESCRIPTION
The quantum Liouville equation
supplemented with the Bogoliubov functional hypothesis [10] 
(τ 0 is synchronization time depending on an initial state of the system) dictates the general structure of the quantum Liouville equation at the reduced description of the system
The Bogoliubov boundary condition of the complete correlation weakening
where we use a quasi-equilibrium statistical operator (SO) of theˇeld
possessing the properties Sp f ρ f (γ) = 1, Sp f ρ f (γ)γ μ = γ μ , a quasi-equilibrium SO of the internal degrees of freedom of emitters
satisfying the conditions
is a local temperature of the emitter system), an isotropic distribution function of orientations of the dipole moments of the emitters w d , and a phenomenological accounting of nonresonant interaction of emitters with electromagneticˇeld,
results in the integral equation for SO of the system ρ(ε, γ)
to be solved in the iteration scheme. This is our way to kinetic equations of the generalized Dicke system.
MATERIAL COEFFICIENTS IN ELECTRODYNAMICS OF MEDIUM CONSISTING OF EMITTERS. ONSAGER PRINCIPLE
Important convenience is provided by the structure of ρ f (γ) allowing one to use the BlochÄWickÄde Dominicis theorem. Averages of linear and bilinear in theˇeld expressions can be put down via localˇeld values and binary correlation functions:
Expressions for Z(x, ε) and Ω(ε) are given by formulae
is spatial density of emitters.
Thus we come to evolution equations for average electromagneticˇeld, i.e., the Maxwell equations
and material equation for the current density in terms of the complete electrič eld
Here we consider emitter-ˇeld interaction as a small oneĤ 1 ∼ λ (λ 1) and
Material coefˇcients in (19) are conductivity σ(k, ε) and magnetic susceptibility
Density of the dipole moment of the emitters depends on the same variables
with coefˇcients
Evolution equation for density of energy ε(x, t) of the emitters is given by the expression
in which the last term describes dipole radiation of the emitters
For small α w α (ω) → δ(ω − ω 0 ) and R(n) gives known expression
3πc 3 n. Evolution equations for correlation functions of the EMˇeld in terms of the complete electricˇeld can be written in the form
Material equations for the current-ˇeld correlations in terms of correlations of the complete electricˇeld are
Comparison of relations (19) and (27) shows that the Onsager principle is valid for the considered system.
Values S nl (k, n), T nl (k, n) deˇne equilibrium correlations of the EMˇeld.
CONCLUSION
The obtained equations (18), (24), and (26) completely describe nonuniform nonequilibrium states of the emitters interacting with EMˇeld. Equation (24) is a generalization of the Rehler-Eberly equation. They will be applied to consideration of the following phenomena: 1) waves of correlations of EMˇeld in equilibrium medium of emitters, which can be observed in the absence of averagě eld; 2) connected waves of EMˇeld and emitters; 3) pumping of emitters by EMˇeld; 4) radiation of correlation waves by emitters; 5) super-radiance of emitter system; 6) stability problem of equilibrium states of emitters and EMˇeld; 7) scattering of EMˇeld in emitter medium; 8) in uence of spatial distribution of emitters on phenomena in the system. This work was supported by the state Foundation for Fundamental Research of Ukraine (project 25.2/102).
